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Archetypes 
Latent Psionic Terran 
Gifted with psionic abilities, you should have been registered and indoctrinated into the Confederate or 
Dominion Ghost program. Your abilities are undeveloped but may grow over time. 
 
Characteristics: Brawn -1 / Will +1 
Starting Wound Threshold: 9 
Starting Strain Threshold: 11 
Starting Experience: 90 
Starting Skills: Knowledge (Protoss) 
 
Special Abilities: 
Psi Sense – Once per encounter, make an Average Discipline or Psionic check to sense living creatures 
in Short range. Spend 2 Advantages to increase range one band (may select multiple times). Upgrade 
difficulty per level of Adversary for Rival/Nemesis characters. (Active/Maneuver) 
Psionic Potential – Allowed to purchase Unlocked Psionic Potential talent (Tier 2). 
 
Resocialized Terran (Resoc) 
You used to be a criminal, traitor, or miscreant. But the Confederacy or Dominion gave you a second 
chance through extensive Resocialization education. You are now a statistically productive citizen who 
follows the rules. Side effects may include headaches, loss for words, violent outbursts, memory loss, and 
flashbacks. 
 
Characteristics: Brawn +1 / Agility +1 / Intellect -1 / Presence -1 
Starting Wound Threshold: 12 
Starting Strain Threshold: 9 
Starting Experience: 90 
Starting Skills: Knowledge (Terran) 
 
Special Ability: 
Flashback – Once per session, flip 1 story point for 2 upgrades. Explain how your character remembers a 
relevant scene from their forgotten past, working with the GM as necessary to fill in details. 
 
Zerg-Infested Terran 
Your genetic sequences have been infected by the Zerg virus. While most people die, and some mutate 
into horrific beasts, you have retained your humanity. For now. 
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Characteristics: Agility -1 / Cunning +1 
Starting Wound Threshold: 11 
Starting Strain Threshold: 9 
Starting Experience: 90 
Starting Skills: Knowledge (Zerg) 
 
Special Abilities: 
Acid Touch – On a Brawl/Melee/Primal attack, spend 3 Advantages to reduce target’s soak by 2 after 
applying damage. Lasts for remainder of encounter. May affect a target only once per encounter. 
(Active/Incidental) 
Infected Genes – Allowed to purchase Wild Mutation talent (Tier 2). 
 
Average Human 
See Genesys Core Rulebook (GCRB:36). 

Careers 
Modern Leader 
As per Leader in Genesys Core Rulebook (GCRB:41) except Ranged Light is a career skill instead of 
Melee.  

Skills 
Psionics (Will) 
This is essentially a magic skill, following the rules in the Genesys Core Rulebook (GCRB:210). A starting 
place is to treat Divine spells as Psionic, but players should work with their GM to craft Psionic spells that 
fit their training. See examples below. 
 
Knowledge Terran (Intellect) 
Used for history and technology related to terrans, whether they are from the Koprulu Sector or the United 
Earth Directorate. 
 
Knowledge Protoss (Intellect) 
Used for history and technology related to the protoss civilizations including the Tal’darim and Nerazim. 
Also includes the Xel’naga. 
 
Knowledge Zerg (Intellect) 
Used for history and technology/biology related to the zerg swarm including the Queen of Blades. 

Talents 
Called Shot 
Tier: 1 
Activation: Active 
Ranked: No 



You have a keen eye for what to hit to cause disadvantage to your opponents. When taking an aim 
maneuver to hit a specific target, add only one setback die instead of two to your dice pool. 
 
Outlaw Tech 
Tier: 2 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
You are interested in technology… of an illicit sort. Knowledge (Terran), Mechanics, and Streetwise 
become career skills. 
 
Scout Pilot  
Tier: 2 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
You are trained in military aerial reconnaissance. Computers, Knowledge (Zerg), and Piloting become 
career skills. 
 
Unlocked Psionic Potential 
Tier: 2 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
You unlock your latent psionic potential. Can you control it or will it drive you psychotic? Psionic is now a 
career skill for your character. Learn one Psionic spell. (Divine spells count as Psionic.) You can only cast 
one spell using this skill per encounter and it costs 2 strain. 
 
Wild Mutation 
Tier: 2 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
Your DNA has bonded sufficiently with the Zerg virus to give you limited uncanny organic abilities. But are 
you still human? Primal is now a career skill for your character. Learn one Primal spell. You can only cast 
one spell using this skill per encounter and it costs 2 strain. 
 
Psionic Mastery 
Tier: 4 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
Use Psionic spells more than once per encounter. They still cost 2 strain. Requires Unlocked Psionic 
Potential talent. 
 
Wild Mutation Mastery 
Tier: 4 
Activation: Passive 
Ranked: No 
Use Primal spells more than once per encounter. They still cost 2 strain. Requires Wild Mutation Talent. 



Psionic Spells 
Use of a psionic spell is an action that costs two strain. It requires at least one rank in the Psionics skill. 
 
Psionics is essentially a magic skill, following the rules in the Genesys Core Rulebook (GCRB:210). A 
starting place is to treat Divine spells as Psionic, but players should work with their GM to craft Psionic 
spells that fit their training. See examples below. 
 
Empathy 
 
Empathy spells give you insight into other people (terrans, protoss, and zerg). 
 
The default difficulty of the check is Easy (P). Select one target at engaged range and choose one: 

● Read their general emotional state. 
● Learn their Strength. 
● Learn their Flaw. 

 
Additional Effects 
+P Learn their Desire or Fear instead. 
+PP Read their surface thoughts. 
+PPP Slightly adjust their attitude. 
+P Increase range by one band. 
 
Psychometry 
 
Psychometry spells give you insight into objects. 
 
The default difficulty of the check is Easy (P). Select one target at engaged range and learn the strongest 
emotions associated with the item. 
 
Note: If the owner is psionically capable, psychometry checks get two boost dice added to the pool, but 
the difficulty is upgraded once. 
 
Additional Effects 
+P Learn the previous owner’s identity (not necessarily their name). 
+P Get a vision of the object a day in the past. 
+PP Look back over a month instead of a day. 
+PPP Look back over a long time instead. 


